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Geohazard problem

1986 - The accident at the Verkhne -

Kamsky salt mine.

2006 - An increased inflow of ground

water into the mine workings in the city

of Berezniki.

2007 - fault failure over the technogenic

karst cavity.

Later, 4 more 

failures occurred.
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The shape of the generated and received current 
impulse

Acquisition setup for a 

land controlled source 

EM survey 

Blocked input current 

from generator
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Preliminary mathematical modeling

Two versions of the subsurface simulation models were calculated:

1 - Check the presence of brine zone, located in the salt column and having a channel

(permeability corridor) connecting it to the salt overburden horizons;

2 - Brine zone, which is an underground reservoir and does not have a channel
connecting it to the supra-salt horizons.
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Preliminary mathematical modeling

Brine zone:

a) isolated (coaxial electrode setup)

b) isolated (orthogonal electrode setup)

c) having a channel connecting it to the supra-salt horizon (coaxial installation)

d) having a channel connecting it to the supra-salt horizon (orthogonal 

installation)

Sections constructed across the anomalous contribution to the field of formation, calculated for
installations with target objects

a) b)

c) d)
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Survey lay-out of EMS-IP investigations

Measurement grid:

• 8 profiles

• between point - 25 m

• between lines - 164 m
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Inversion of EMS-IP data using a one-dimensional 
model
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Electric impulse selection
The effect of taking into account the decrease 

in the current impulse mainly affects early times 

- up to 0.7 msec, which is due to the effective 

attenuation of the high-frequency component 
of the impulse in the upper layers of the 

structure.

Comparison of the shape of

electric impulse front decay in the

medium with anomaly-forming

objects for a coaxial (a) and
orthogonal (b) EM acquisition

setup.

a) b)
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3D inversion of EMS-IP data
3D inversion was carried out to a depths of 180-250 m, where, according to a one-

dimensional modelling approach, an object with a reduced resistance was

localized. The layers were divided into blocks of 250x250 m in size.

Preliminary modeling Modeling based on the results 

of the work

Not compliant

Sections of the anomalous contribution to the 

field of formation (coaxial installation)
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3D inversion of EMS-IP data
As a result of three-dimensional inversion of areal survey data for coaxial and
orthogonal installations, stable solutions of direct and inverse problems were obtained.

The low-resistance zone in the center of the plot consistently stood out on profiles 4

and 5 in the depth interval 110-130 m.
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Conclusions

1. EMS-IP electric survey was conducted;

2. Dataset and inversion – a resistivity earth model;

3. A low resistivity anomaly – uncontrolled salt dissolution

and ground collapse;

4. EM – cost effective method to monitor and derisk

geohazard zones in mining operations.
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A Near Surface Geophysics article is in preparation (Davydenko et al, in prep)
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